To claim an ORCID at Scholars Hub:

After login > My Subscriptions > Click your identifier to reach your profile admin page

Click “Edit Researcher Page”
“Manage ORCID Account” > “Create an ORCID ID”, then follow through the instructions.
Fill out the form then click “Register”
ORCID account will then be created with a link back to your HKU ResearcherPage:
After you have created your ORCID, you may wish to grant some rights to HKU Scholars Hub to populate your publication records from Hub to ORCID.

Please read more about ORCID Privacy Policy at https://orcid.org/footer/privacy-policy
If there is no publication records existed in your newly created ORCID, you may click “PUT request for “publications” to populate your publication records to your ORCID profile.

Please note if you already have publication records in ORCID profile, this action will create duplicated records in your ORCID profile that you might have to delete those records one by one at ORCID afterwards.

If you have questions on the procedures, please email hub@lib.hku.hk, or call 2241 5841.
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